
Native Instruments Komplete 9 
 
REAKTOR 5 
REAKTOR 5 is a powerful modular studio with over 70 synthesizers, sound 
generators, grooveboxes, sequencers, and effects at your fingertips, as well as 
3,000+ instruments freely available in the Online User Library. REAKTOR 5 is a vast 
playground for creative minds. 
 
KONTAKT 5 
KONTAKT 5 is the industry-standard software-sampler, renowned for its audio 
engine, super-flexible architecture and vast 43 GB library of state-of-the-art sounds. 
With new effects like Solid Bus Comp and Solid G-EQ, and the new Adaptive 
Resonance filters, it’s more powerful than ever. 
 
DRUMS AND PERCUSSION 
 
BATTERY 4 is the completely redesigned powerhouse drum sampler with advanced 
workflow improvements and stunning new sound-shaping possibilities such as drag 
and drop sidechaining. The new library comes packed with inspiring new sounds 
especially created for electronic music producers. 
 
STUDIO DRUMMER gives you three premium acoustic kits, plus powerful studio 
tools and over 3,500 grooves.  
 
ABBEY ROAD I 60s DRUMMER delivers two famous 60s kits, recorded with vintage 
equipment at Abbey Road. 
 
WEST AFRICA offers vibrant percussion and enchanting melodic instruments plus 
an intuitive pattern sequencer. 
 
GUITAR AND BASS 
 
GUITAR RIG 5 PRO’s 17 amps and cabinets and 54 effects deliver perfect guitar or 
bass tone. Not only for guitars, it’s also the ultimate rack for creative effects. 
RAMMFIRE is an officially endorsed emulation of Rammstein guitarist Richard Z. 
Kruspe’s own amplifier. 
 
SCARBEE MM-BASS puts the creamy bass sound of 70s disco and funk at your 
fingertips. 
 
STUDIO EFFECTS 
 
SOLID EQ gives you a six-band equalizer with two fully parametric bands for 
anything from pinpoint accuracy for surgical problem solving to broader sound 
smoothing. 
 
SOLID DYNAMICS combines a stereo compressor with a gate/expander. Based on 
a classic 80s mix console, it gives you a clean, responsive sound for drums, vocals, 
and more. 
 



SOLID BUS COMP is inspired by a legendary compressor, delivering a tight and 
transparent sound to your finished mix adding power and punch without 
compromising clarity. 
 
TRANSIENT MASTER is an intuitive tool for re-shaping sounds and dynamically 
placing drums and percussion in the mix. 
 
CREATIVE EFFECTS 

 
TRAKTOR’S 12 delivers twelve celebrated effects from the TRAKTOR PRO effects 
suite. 
 
THE FINGER – from Tim Exile – is a live performance and real-time remix tool 
featuring 40 playable effects. Serious audio mayhem. 
 
REFLEKTOR is a highly versatile convolution reverb with 350 IRs, supreme audio 
quality and zero latency. 
 
SYNTHESIZERS 
 
FM8 features crystalline, razor-sharp digital sounds. FM synthesis has never been 
so easy and dynamic. 
 
ABSYNTH 5 is a modern legend – a semi-modular synthesizer for pads, grooves 
and abstract soundscapes. 
 
MASSIVE is the acclaimed heavyweight synthesizer built on an analog concept. 
Perfect for heavy basses and piercing leads. 
 
REAKTOR SPARK is an aggressive, dynamic synth designed by Stephan Schmitt, 
the creator of REAKTOR. 
 
MONARK is an uncompromising software version of the holy grail of monophonic 
synthesizers, recreating every nuance of the original as a powerful new instrument in 
REAKTOR. 
 
REAKTOR PRISM makes use of modal synthesis to produce a highly responsive 
and unconventional sound. 
 
RETRO MACHINES MK2 offers over 20 sought-after analog synths and keyboards 
from the 70s and 80s. 
 
KEYS, PIANOS AND STRINGS 
  
SCARBEE MARK I is a sampled replica of a classic 70s electric piano, ideal for jazz, 
funk and soul. 
 
SCARBEE CLAVINET/PIANET provides the sounds of two legendary keyboards, 
expertly sampled and brimming with unique character. 



SCARBEE A-200 is a classic electric piano, sampled to perfection with its dynamic 
range intact. 
 
VINTAGE ORGANS gives you all the charm and character of classic organs of the 
golden age. 
 
SESSION STRINGS produces immediate results without hours of fine tuning and 
tweaking, while boasting an incredible set of expressive features accessible from a 
highly intuitive interface. The perfect choice for anyone looking for a high-quality, 
ready-to-go string section for modern productions. 
 
THE GIANT delivers an intense, dynamic playing experience with a sound that’s 
nothing short of inspiring. 
 
NEW YORK CONCERT GRAND is a high-definition reproduction of the Big Apple’s 
most popular concert grand. 
 
VIENNA CONCERT GRAND reproduces the legendary ‘singing’ sound of a classic 
continental grand. 
] 
BERLIN CONCERT GRAND is a poetic and well-balanced piano. 
 
UPRIGHT PIANO is the alternative option – unique, warm, charismatic sound. 


